LECTURER PROFILE FOR P1 – GOVERNANCE, RISK AND ETHICS

Magdalene Chia is an experienced lecturer for Paper F8 Audit and
Assurance, Paper P1 Governance, Risk and Ethics and Paper P7 Advanced
Audit and Assurance. She has been lecturing P1 paper for many years and
she is able to add value to students by coaching students with relevant
exam techniques to pass P1 paper. You have read the success stories of
students that attended Ms Magdalene’s classes, be it revision or normal
classes. She believes that coaching students on answering techniques
besides lecturing is KEY to passing P1 exams.
She has been lecturing P1 classes in Elite International College for the odd
windows of ACCA exams, mainly the March and September exams. She also
does revision classes in TAR College and previously Express classes in KDU
College Damansara Jaya campus. She also lectures Paper F8 in other
colleges and is also a registered OBU mentor.
Ms Magdalene will also be involved in the new ACCA paper Strategic
Business Leadership paper (SBL) in the near future when the paper will be
introduced in September 2018.
She is an FCCA (Fellow member of the Association of Chartered Certified
Accountants) and an MIA (Malaysian Institute of Accountants) member as
well. Before she started lecturing, she was an auditor and a practicing
accountant in the private sector and joined full time teaching in the year
2001.
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Below are some success stories of students attending the
previous P1 classes conducted by Ms Magdalene from the
recent exams:

Tan Xin Yin – P1 Prizewinner for Malaysia in the Dec 2016 exams
“I attended your revision class and it did helped me a lot.
The notes, summary table, exercises and all kinds of short form that you gave are very
useful. I study my P1 based on your notes, revision kit as well as some pass year
question.
Your guidance on the answering techniques and how to tackle the points help me as
well.”
Jason Oh – P1 student for Sept 2016 exams
“Ms Mag is a great lecturer, she was very helpful and friendly to all her students. I like
the way she coach students. The effort she put in her teaching is really benefited for
student, especially the mind map she creates during the class and slides she uses in
the class, it is very precise and easy to understand.”
Joey Lee
“Thanks for teaching the skills to handle this paper”
Sun Zhe
“I passed P1 with 62 marks! :D I was hoping for a little higher as I managed to finish all
the questions, but looking back I think perhaps I didn't elaborate as well as you taught
us to”.
Anthea Sim
“Thank you for all the tips and exam techniques you shared, it really helped”.
Goh Thian Kuan – Elite student attending March 2017 revision classes
“I followed your advice this round, aiming for 60% - 80% marks for each question and
try to attempt all questions as possible. I have passed my P1 on my second attempt
even though I only took a day off only to study.”
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Ow Yew Choong – Elite student attending March 2017 revision classes
“Yes I did pass my paper. Although I din't score very high marks, but at least "cukup
makan" to pass the paper. Anyway thanks for the patiently guidance on P1, I really
appreciated it!”

Lee Boon Seng (Dec 2015 exams)
“I believe you are the best and most dedicated lecturer in P1 so far. I have not met any
lecturer who is so willing to mark our papers by printing them out and send back to us.
So touched.
Because of you, I didnt even need to touch my BPP textbooks and yet i manage to
pass. Your questions are very comprehensive and enough for students to sit for
external exam.”

Tan (Dec 2015 exams)
"Appropriate teaching techniques are used in way that I can understand and it could
enhance my learning and writing skills."

Yap Run Ting (Dec 2015 exams)
“I passed my P1 with 56 marks gratefully through attending your bridging and intensive
courses that I really found very useful and helpful. A million of thank you to your
patience in guiding and inspiring us throughout these courses as we only had 10%
knowledge in P1.
My other friends were surprised that I can pass only with those 7 classes with Ms Mag.
I'm lucky to have you in teaching me this subject as I learned a lot about the techniques
in answering the questions.
We will always be grateful for your support and kindness to us throughout those
classes.
Thank you Ms Mag.”
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Soh Hui (Dec 2015 exams)
Dear Ms. Mag,
I have passed my ACCA P2 (50%) and P1 (54%)!! This is my first time to take ACCA
and many of my friends failed before and cause me afraid of ACCA.
I feel grateful to Ms. Mag and thank you, thank you, thank you for spending time to mark
my answer that contain a lot of broken English.
I am very happy and will continue to fight with ACCA in June.
Thank you.
Chew Chiou Shan
“Good morning Ms Mag, I passed my P1 with 55%. Thank you very much. I really love
the way u teach in the revision class, u discuss and analyze the question with us and
teach us how to answer those question, it's help me better understand about the
question requirement. Your mind map also very helpful, I just read through your mind
map and able to catch up most of the syllabus in the short period. Your tips also very
very accurate, I also surprise when I saw the exam question. Lastly, you are very kind,
even though I just sign up for revision class, but you also help me mark my pass year
answer and give me feedback. I really felt that what I get from the revision class is more
than what I pay. Appreciate and thank you very much.”
Aisyah binti Mohamed Wahid –Attended revision classes for Sept’2015 exams
“Thank you so much Ms Mag! Your lecture is effective as it highly emphasise on the
correct way of answering to pass. Your class helps a lot!
Afiza Jamaluddin – Attended revision classes for Sept’2015 exams
I would like to provide feedback on your P1 Teaching.
1. I like the way you explain the whole syllabus. I was able to relate all topics within
GRE. It makes me understand well. *Hope I can apply all i've learnt in the exam
2. Revision notes - it was very useful for me.
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